
 

Biographical Sketch 

Mr. Canamo is currently a Senior Manager of Business Analytics & Industrial Engineering department 

at Universal Parks & Resorts in Orlando, FL.  Joe joined the Universal Orlando Resort in 2011 and his 

teams are responsible for identifying, analyzing, and implementing operation improvement strategies 

across the Universal Studios Florida Theme Park, Universal’s Islands of Adventure Theme Park, Volcano 

Bay Water Theme Park, Universal CityWalk shopping and entertainment district, the resort’s supporting 

services, as well as international attraction development involving Universal Studios Hollywood, Universal 

Studios Japan, and Universal Studios Beijing. 

 

Prior to working for Universal Orlando, Mr. Canamo had been in the themed entertainment industry for 

six years. He interned for custom fabrication company ThemeWorks Incorporated, and then was part of 

the Industrial Engineering department at the Walt Disney World Resort for over five years. In this role, he 

supported multiple lines of business which included Theme Park Operations, Facilities & Operations 

Services, Resorts Operations & Lodging Line of Business, Human Resources, Downtown Disney 

Operations, and Sports Enterprises.  

 

Since joining Universal Orlando, he has led analytical teams partnering with Theme Park Attraction 

Operations, Water Park Slide Operations, Creative Operations Design, Guest Services including the 

Communication Center, Technical Services, Entertainment Operations, Marketing & Sales including the 

Guest Contact Center, and Parks Technology.  Projects particularly focus on operational cost savings, 

maximization of capacity, right-sizing program requirements, or driving strategies leading to incremental 

revenue.  Most recently, Joe’s teams contributed to the design, opening, and current operation of several 

new offerings at Universal Orlando such as Race Through New York starring Jimmy Fallon, Fast & Furious: 

Supercharged, and Volcano Bay Water Theme Park.  These experiences all featured Universal’s Virtual Line 

where Industrial Engineering skills outlined guest queuing and demand design, while ensuring optimal 

throughput and guest service.  Other projects Joe is responsible for comprise of product incentive 

strategy and analysis for the Guest Contact Center resulting in incremental package upgrades, and 

increasing other in-park ticketed revenue opportunities such as maximizing Universal Express product 

inventory. 

 

Mr. Canamo holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial & Systems Engineering with a minor in 

Sales Engineering from the University of Florida. He also earned a Master of Science in Industrial 

Engineering specializing in Engineering Management from the University of Central Florida. 



 

Joe once held the position of President of the Central Florida Institute of Industrial & Systems 

Engineering from 2015 to 2017, Vice President of the Central Florida IISE from 2012 to 2015, and 

President of the University of Florida IISE Student Chapter in 2007. 

 

 

If you are elected, how will you make things better for industrial and systems engineers through your 

Regional Operations Board position? 

Your response should be limited to about 200 words. 

An area of success I’ve seen as time as a student chapter president and local professional chapter 

president is the acquisition, retention and transfer of chapter members from one stage of career to the 

next.  Both chapter levels, student and professional, require key marketing strategies to members of the 

organization’s benefits to acquire and maintain, particularly in the transition from student to professional.  

I’d like to focus on these strategies, build upon what has been developed to date, and exploit current day 

tools – member data, surveys, social media – to grow the IISE community.  Florida has seen internal 

success in acquisition of members from local university to local chapter through speaker and event 

outreach.  But, I’d like to expand those initiatives to the regional or domestic level, where members 

migrating outside of their region, namely students but also professionals, are enticed to seek their new 

local chapter, or be early identified by IISE to continue membership.  In addition, I’d like to address 

members not homed to a professional chapter – getting them connected to the nearest chapter or entice 

the creation of a chapter in that area to further develop the IISE network.  It’s through the creation of 

student member services, professional outreach programs and partnership with the other regional leaders 

that I’d like to foster and drive IISE growth. 

 


